AY2020

IGPEES & FoPM Application Guidance

Date: 【IGPEES】 Thursday, May 21st
【FoPM】 Friday, May 22nd

Time: 12:15pm-12:55pm

Intended for: Students who enrolled in the Master's Course of one of the departments below in April, 2020

Language: Japanese

The guidance will be held online, and further details can be found on the UTAS bulletin board.

International Graduate Program for Excellence in Earth-Space Science (IGPEES)
A program that seamlessly connects the birth of the universe to the origin of life
• Number of students to be admitted: 22
• Departments: Any department in the GS of Science/Dept of Aeronautics and Astronautics, GS of Engineering/Dept of Advanced Energy or Complexity Science and Engineering in the GS of Frontier Sciences

Forefront Physics and Mathematics Program to Drive Transformation (FoPM)
A program that maximizes the potential of basic science specialists
• Number of students to be admitted: 40
• Departments: Dept of Physics, Astronomy, Earth and Planetary Science, or Chemistry in the GS of Science/Dept of Applied Physics, GS of Engineering/GS of Mathematical Sciences

*Details of both programs, including the application guidelines, will be available on the School of Science website in May.
*The slides used during the guidance will be available after the event on the School of Science website.

Contact: WINGS Desk, Academic Affairs Office, Graduate School of Science (wings.s@gs.mail.u-tokyo.ac.jp)